Introduction
International arbitration, the alternative dispute resolution process between transnational parties using independent arbitrators rather than national courts, is a growing legal field. Globalization and economic liberalization have led to an increase in the number of cross-national business interactions and a corresponding rise in transnational litigation and arbitration. Many of these arbitration proceedings are administered by a select number of arbitral institutions, some of which are expanding their services around the world. In spite of this general trend, most cases are decided by a seemingly small number of self-regulated professionals, constantly travelling to European capitals like London, Stockholm, The Hague, and Paris. Many of these arbitrators serve as decision-makers for cases under multiple institutions and act as counsel in other proceedings across the globe. 1 For the last two decades or so, international arbitration and the community of professionals around this field have generated academic interest, research, and criticism. In particular, explanations of the actual process through which non-elite actors are systematically excluded vary.
2 From social norms and pressures to market collusion, from deficient regulation to legal and institutional design, scholars have provided alternative explanations and debated their merits. At issue are different explanations of a mechanism that -according to some experts -fosters exclusion and what some characterize as a dense 'white, male' club. 3 For instance, Dezalay and Garth's influential study, Dealing in Virtue, uses Bourdieu's construct of a social field to understand the evolution of arbitration into the preferred mode of transnational dispute settlement. 4 Their sociological story is one of competition among European 'grand old men' (senior European academics, and retired judges) versus younger 'arbitration technocrats' (partners in large Anglo-American law firms who practise arbitration) over social norms, or the informal rules of the game of arbitration. 5 To compete in this market, modern cosmopolitan lawyers use symbolic power, among arbitrators as well as the positions that each member occupies in the social hierarchy affect group behaviour and outcomes. This type of analysis also enables a systematic comparison with other professional groups or law-related networks as a means to understand the mechanisms of formation and growth of the social structure.
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While problematic -chiefly because different theories come with different prescriptions -this gap in the literature is understandable given difficulties with data availability. Rules governing confidentiality in international arbitration make it difficult for outsiders to operationalize and assess the network of professionals with quantitative data.
14 An empirical study of the network of arbitration professionals and its relationship with legal outcomes or legal fees will remain a challenge so long as privacy continues to be a priority among the users of arbitration. 15 However, the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) 16 provides an unprecedented opportunity for a more robust empirical analysis, or, as I call it, a small window to a powerful social network. Under the rules of this international organization, the Secretariat must make available to the public significant information concerning the proceedings, including the method of constitution and the composition of all arbitration tribunals. 17 Relying on an original database created for this project that includes information about all the appointments until February 2014 and semi-structured interviews with participating arbitration professionals, this article is an effort to understand the role of 'social capital' in arbitration. It is the first to apply social network analysis -a longstanding but recently popularized methodology -to generate and operationalize a picture of the professional group and to understand how different factors interact in the formation and growth of the social structure of ICSID arbitrators.
The network analysis of ICSID arbitrators, I argue, can help to expand our understanding of international arbitration more generally. It provides important evidence of a dense network that reinforces prevailing norms and behaviours and insulates its most important members from outside influence. This phenomenon may have important effects on legal outcomes. More importantly, the article reveals that in addition to good timing and imperfect information, the structure of the appointment process, and 13 For examples of application of network analysis to map the basic structure of a professional group and possible effects see arbitrationonline.org. According to the survey, 'confidentiality is important to users of arbitration, but it is not the essential reason for recourse to arbitration'. However, at least 33% of companies surveyed reported to have confidentiality as a 'mandatory requirement'. 16 a risk averse culture, key arbitrators may benefit from heuristic biases, or the limited cognitive scope of lawyers making such appointments.
Following this introduction, section 2 of this article begins with a brief description of network analysis and its application to legal studies. Section 3 describes the background and historical development of investor-state arbitration. As I argue in that section, notwithstanding important differences, the appointment of investor-state arbitrators characterizes the basic dynamics of the field of international arbitration more generally.
Section 4 represents this article's core contribution. It begins with a description of the data collection effort undertaken to support the analysis. It follows with a brief discussion of how the appointment to ICSID cases serves to operationalize the network of arbitrators. Through a series of visualizations and corresponding statistical analysis, this section illustrates how social capital varies amongst arbitrators and identifies the central players. Finally, it suggests that prestigious arbitrators increase in prestige and peripheral arbitrators remain peripheral as a result of preferential attachment -a process where resources are distributed among a number of individuals according to their existing share of the same resources. Or, in the words of the old aphorism, the rich get richer.
The article concludes by providing some provisional thoughts about the emergence and growth of social structures in international arbitration having in mind this key insight. It also speculates on the possible effects of these dynamics on outcomes. It ends with a call to expand the use of network analysis to understand the international legal profession.
Social Network Analysis and the Law A Basics: Nodes and Ties
A network maps connections between the members of a population or components of a system; it is a representation of the relationships between units. 18 It has applications in computer science, natural science, and social science. A network could describe a system of digital connections, i.e., the World Wide Web; a system of physical connections, i.e., the human circulatory system; or a system of social relations, i.e., friendships.
Network thinking presumes that in complex systems: (1) the behaviour of individual units or nodes in a system, and (2) the output of a system are both affected by the interaction or ties between nodes; a component does not act in isolation from the system. 19 Network analysis typically aims to measure and describe a network's structure in a system and to understand how a network is formed and has evolved, and why it has evolved in a particular fashion. It also seeks to understand how a network's structure and evolution affect the output of a particular system.
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B Origins: Graph Theory
The origins of network analysis are associated with graph theory. 21 Euler's solution to the Königsberg bridge problem is considered the first theorem in graph theory.
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The city of Königsberg -now part of the Russian Federation -consisted of a land mass divided by a river including two islands. Seven bridges traversed the city. Could a traveller cross all seven bridges in a single trip without crossing any bridge more than once? In the late 18th century Euler provided a mathematical solution using nodes for each undivided land mass and edges for bridges connecting those nodes that proved the feat impossible.
Similar tools were then used to graph social relations, illustrating how social structures were more densely interconnected than had otherwise been presumed, and how those connections facilitated transmissions of information. 23 For instance, in a key work in the field, Granovetter demonstrated that individuals organize in social clusters wherein those with strong ties are likely to share acquaintances, while those with weak ties are more likely to have distinct social groups. 24 A key insight made by this work is that because those with strong ties typically arrange in clusters, those with weaker ties can act as bridges and provide access to resources outside the cluster.
Network theory suggests that many network structures grow and evolve in similar fashion. Multiple studies find networks in which a small proportion of nodes have a large proportion of ties. The distribution of the number of ties across such a network is frequently a power law distribution, i.e., the fraction of nodes with a number of ties decays as a power of the number of ties. The few nodes with many ties are likely 20 1736-1936 (1976) . For an explanation of the problem, see www.jcu.edu/math/vignettes/bridges.htm. 23 See, e.g., Stanley Milgram's seminal study from the 1960s in which he sent letters to a sample of individuals in Kansas and Nebraska and asked them to deliver them to a particular stockbroker in Boston, Mass. On average, the letters travelled through 6.5 individuals to reach the target. Milgram concluded that social distances are short and on average randomly selected individuals are separated by 6 degrees of contact (also the basis of the parlour game popular in the US, '6 degrees of Kevin Bacon'). to be structurally significant (or socially prominent). 25 A network may evolve in this manner through a method of preferential attachment (where new nodes are added and attached to existing nodes with probability proportional to the existing nodes' degree). Nodes with many ties are more attractive to new nodes entering the system.
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C Applications: Understanding Legal Institutions Over Time
While, to my knowledge, no study has applied social network analysis to the field of arbitration, some of these methodological tools are beginning to be applied to the study of law more generally. 27 A small but growing number of academics have studied legal networks and examined their evolution and possible effects on doctrine. As noted by Professor Katz, who has spearheaded social network research on law in the US, the manner in which doctrine changes cannot be divorced from its main social actors.
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For instance, in a study on the American legal professoriate, Katz and others considered how the structure of legal academia could support the diffusion of ideas. They found that a small number of universities produce a large number of academics. Hence the intellectual ideas of a placing school will 'infect' a placee school.
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Katz has conducted a similar analysis of judicial networks. In Hustle and Flow he uses the flow of legal clerks from lower level judges to superior courts to operationalize judges' social esteem on the basis that jurists who 'share clerks probably do so because the receiver … respects the judgment of his or her colleagues'. Where centrality in the network is a rough proxy for that social esteem, he finds that Justices are most central, District Court judges are peripheral, and Circuit Court judges in the space between the two bodies. 30 According to Katz, identifying key judicial actors may also help us to understand how legal precedents diffuse across a network of courts. 25 These studies provide at least the following insights: a small proportion of judges, cases, law schools, and legal articles are likely to have great influence on legal doctrine and law development; and, as legal networks grow, the skew is likely to increase. Descriptions of legal networks of operators (judges and lawyers), cases, and articles disclose small-world properties, power law distribution of ties, and intense clustering.
ICSID and Investor-State Arbitration
Before the main analysis, I provide a brief background to ICSID. Specifically, this section describes the evolution of ICSID from a system focused on the settlement of contractual disputes to a system predominantly concerned with the adjudication of cases under international investment treaties. After describing how arbitrators are appointed, I explain how investor-state differs from other forms of international arbitration but nevertheless may serve as a good way to evaluate the general social structures of international arbitrators.
A Evolution: From Contract to Treaty Disputes
ICSID is one of the five organizations of the World Bank (WB) and is the result of the 1965 Washington Convention. 34 ICSID was designed to facilitate the settlement of disputes between states and foreign investors as a 'step toward promoting an atmosphere of mutual confidence and thus stimulating a larger flow of private international capital'. 35 The Convention's practical utility to stimulate the flux of foreign investment continues to be fiercely debated. The Convention, best described as an administrative treaty, established ICSID's Secretariat and mandates the creation of uniform procedural rules for arbitration (and conciliation) and a methodology for appointing arbitrators. ICSID tribunals adjudicate on a wide range of disputes arising out of cross-border investments, many of which are energy-related disputes, often ranging in the billions of dollars.
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ICSID is not an international court. ICSID's Secretariat provides administrative support for disputes originating under international investment treaties (IITs), international investment contracts, and investment promotion laws. 38 The ICSID Convention offers a standing facility to resolve disputes for qualifying investors of state members who enjoy a private right of action. 39 Such investors can trigger a remedy for compensatory damages when affected by the 'excessive' intervention of a host state. Aron Broches, often referred to as the father of ICSID, explains the fundamental feature in the following terms:
From the legal point of view, the most striking feature of the [ICSID] convention is that it firmly establishes the capacity of a private individual or a corporation to proceed directly against a State in an international forum … 40 ICSID was created with developing countries (as respondents) and major multinationals (as claimants) in mind. With a few exceptions, the state parties to ICSID proceedings have been developing countries. Conversely, the investors have been mostly companies controlled by nationals or corporate groups of Europe or the US. 41 The first dispute submitted to ICSID was registered in 1972. 42 In spite of a slow start, Ibrahim Shihata led ICSID's progress during the 1980s. In the early days of his 17-year tenure as Secretary-General, the organization entered into agreements with regional centres for international commercial arbitration and sponsored joint conferences. 43 In the 1990s, the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Soviet collapse, and the rapid proliferation of IITs that often provide for prior general consent to ICSID arbitration brought new relevance to this international organization. 45 The growth of these instruments triggered a surge of membership and new cases. By the end of that decade, the membership of the Centre had grown by 60 per cent and a dramatic six-fold increase in ICSID's case load was a testament to the new times.
This growth of cases, combined with a change in nature of instruments of consent (from contracts to treaties), also triggered a wave of criticisms of the Centre. 46 For many, the decisions of ICSID tribunals showed that investor-state arbitration and IIT provided unprecedented protections to large transnational corporations. At the end of the 1990s, in what has been described as a 'backlash', ICSID began to be perceived as a mechanism to increase corporate power through the vague rules of IITs, enforced secretly before private arbitrators.
Contrary to some predictions, in the past decade ICSID's case load had grown exponentially, averaging 25 cases yearly, almost exclusively due to claims involving IITs. 47 According to ICSID, as of 1 March of this year (2014) there were 465 cases, 185 pending and 280 concluded. In 2013 alone, ICSID registered 40 new proceedings, more cases than in the Centre's first 25 years combined. 48 Moreover, almost all cases in the last decade have relied on IITs and around one third have involved LatinAmerican countries. While in recent years Venezuela has claimed the title of most frequent repeat player, at least 50 registered cases feature Argentina. Most of these cases are the result of the economic emergency measures adopted by the South American nation as a result of the 2001-2002 crisis. 49 Today ICSID is one of the pillars in investment treaty arbitration, and the 'avalanche' of arbitration claims has made arbitration practitioners and other arbitral institutions more eager to participate in this area of legal practice.
50 Also, as a result of this boom, law professors and former governmental officials have entered the fray by participating in cases as arbitrators, special counsels, advisers, expert witnesses, and as commentators on the growing case law of this field.
The exponential growth of cases in recent years, however, has also exposed fundamental weaknesses in this form of dispute settlement. ICSID processes and outcomes have raised doubts whether arbitrators are truly impartial and independent. 51 According to its critics, under the ICSID system important decisions have been placed primarily within the control of an exceedingly small pool of super-elite, like-minded international business lawyers with strong pro-investor views who operate largely separate from any local political process or investment decisions. 52 Moreover, because many arbitrators wear several hats simultaneously, i.e., arbitrator, expert, and counsel to a party, there is concern that the growing number of potential conflicts of interest is affecting the neutrality of ICSID arbitration. All arbitrators are supposed to be neutral and impartial, including the two partyappointed arbitrators (or 'wing arbitrators'). The parties are free to appoint any individual provided that arbitrators exhibit 'high moral character and recognized competence in the fields of law, commerce, industry or finance, who may be relied upon to exercise independent judgment'. 55 While mostly lawyers act as arbitrators, non-lawyers, including two architects, two maritime experts, and one economist, have been appointed in a few instances. 56 In ICSID arbitration cases, a law degree is preferable but not an absolute requirement; as stated by Article 14(1), '[c] demanding that legal qualification be 'given some kind of preponderance', drafters demanding 'arbitrators to be lawyers', and drafters arguing that 'non-lawyers should not be prevented from being arbitrators'. 58 Given the nature of the disputes, the Convention also attempted to limit perceptions of bias due to national alliances. Recognizing that actual and perceived neutrality of arbitrators was essential for confidence in the fairness of disputes involving investors abroad, arbitrators cannot have the nationality of either party. 59 As with many procedural rules, this requirement can be (and often is) waived by the parties.
Arbitrators usually accept ICSID appointments. In addition to the visibility and reputational value of an appointment to an investor-state case, the financial incentives are considerable. 60 At US$3,000.00 an eight-hour day (plus expenses), arbitrators make on average $200,000 per case. 61 Of course, conflicts of interest (a growing problem), strategic decisions on the part of the arbitrator (e.g., accepting only appointments as president), or simply lack of interest in the case at issue (for economic or other reasons) may result in an arbitrator refusing to accept a nomination. In that case, the nomination of another arbitrator will follow in accordance with the method of the previous nomination.
Presiding arbitrators are frequently appointed by agreement of the parties or, alternatively, by agreement of the two wing arbitrators if the parties agree on that as the method of appointment, as they often do. However, to prevent the frustration of the arbitration process, the Convention gives authority to the Chairman of ICSID's Administrative Council (i.e., the WB's President) to select from among a Panel of Arbitrators the remaining arbitrator(s), most commonly the president of the tribunal. ) 339 (arguing that rules that preclude appointing of an arbitrator who shares the nationality are 'a step in the right direction'). 60 Although it is impossible to know the rate of failures to accept an appointment, anecdotal evidence suggest that the rate is low. This may be the consequence of informal consultations between the parties and the arbitrator prior to the appointment, a practice broadly permitted by arbitration. This factor, of course, creates methodological challenges that, although they are not insuperable, should instil some caution. I thank Martina Polasek (ICSID) for this important insight. 61 Privately, some arbitrators complain about the low rates of pay of ICSID (US$375) as compared to other arbitration venues. For one, the LCIA set the hourly rate at US$700 (£450). Also, other institutions calculate arbitrators' fee as a proportion of the amount in dispute. For example, in the ICC for a US$100 million dispute, arbitrators could earn on average up to US$350,000. One arbitrator interviewed said that this may deter arbitrators in high demand in better-remunerated facilities or with offices in costly locations such as London from participating in ICSID cases: interview with Arbitrator 1, Friday, 11 Jan. 2013. Another arbitrator acknowledged that some arbitrators, with a private law background, consider ICSID 'pro bono' and refuse to take many cases: Interview with Arbitrator 12, 15 Jan. 2013.
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http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from appoint up to four persons in addition to the 10 people appointed by the Chairman.
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Panel members serve for a renewable term of six years.
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The Convention allows for arbitrators to be challenged if there is reasonable doubt about their competence or impartiality. A party may initiate a formal process for disqualification, but an informal intimation to the tribunal may be sufficient for the resignation of an arbitrator whose ethical behaviour has been reasonably questioned. The Convention provides for specific rules to fill a vacancy due to disqualification as well as resignation or inability to serve. 64 The parties to the ICSID Convention proceedings are bound by the final award, which is not subject to appeal or to any other remedy except those provided for by the Convention. The remedies provided for are revision (Article 51) and annulment (Article 52). In addition, a party may ask a tribunal that failed to decide a submitted question to supplement its award (Article 49(2)), and may request interpretation of the award (Article 50). 65 If possible, revisions, supplements, and interpretations shall be submitted to the same tribunal that made the award. If this is not possible, either because a member is no longer available or because of the nature of the allegation in the proceeding, e.g., the discovery of some fact concerning the ethical conduct of an arbitrator, a new tribunal shall be constituted.
In contrast, there are no party-appointed arbitrators in proceedings resolving annulment applications -the control mechanism most commonly used -though it is limited to very narrowly defined circumstances. In these proceedings the WB's President appoints an ad hoc Committee of three people. The Convention contains a number of requirements for members of ad hoc Committees, but mainly:
[n]one of the members of the Committee shall have been a member of the Tribunal which rendered the award, shall be of the same nationality as any such member, shall be a national of the State party to the dispute or of the State whose national is a party to the dispute, shall have been designated to the Panel of Arbitrators by either those States … 66
Incentives and Social Standing
The importance of the individuals who are selected as arbitrators should not be underestimated. Like migratory birds, litigants choose carefully from jurisdictions to 62 Art. 14, ICSID Arbitration Rules available https://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID. 63 Ibid., Art. 14(2) states that '[t]he Chairman, in designating persons to serve on the Panels, shall in addition pay due regard to the importance of assuring representation on the Panels of the principal legal systems of the world and of the main forms of economic activity'. Other than this, ICSID has never published specific guidance on the criteria used for making these designations. At least one designation has been the result of the Chairman's 'appreciation' of past service (Broches 67 In arbitration, especially in a selfcontained and delocalized arbitration setting like the ICSID Convention cases (insulated from scrutiny by domestic courts), litigants spend a great deal of time and effort scrutinizing the backgrounds of arbitrators. The assessment may include the analysis of their ethical behaviour, prior appointments, 'judicial' or decision-making philosophy, and potential scheduling conflicts, as well as the managerial style of the president of the tribunal. 68 The role of an arbitrator can be fundamental in the outcome of proceedings, and of course arbitrators' views vary. As explained by Waibel and Wu in the context of investor-state arbitration:
the views of arbitrators may diverge, depending on their background, life experience, and ideology. We would expect 'conservative' arbitrators to tend to favor the protection of property rights without much reservation, whereas 'progressive' arbitrators would tend to give greater weight to other societal values such as protection of the environment or public service delivery. The balancing may differ depending on the arbitrator's view of the world.
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ICSID tribunals are not isolated, as litigants and arbitrators interact routinely; some may argue, too frequently. While reputation, persuasion, collegiality, and deference may all play some role in this close-knit community, conformity pressures are also probably common. 70 Indeed, a prominent lawyer in investor-state arbitration has recently stated that 'arbitrators have a tendency to compromise [and] the arbitration community seem to place a premium on unanimity'.
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The incentives for re-appointment may also affect an arbitrator's behaviour. Securing a reputation, for example, as 'conservative', 'progressive', or 'independent' (using Waibel and Wu's terminology) may trigger strategic decisions of an arbitrator either to ensure future appointments or otherwise to advance his/her prior decisions or view of the world. In spite of preferences, however, an arbitrator may decide with the majority because his co-arbitrators convinced him/her or as a result of conformity pressures. 72 Moreover, arbitrators may perceive some indirect gains by agreeing or disagreeing with colleagues (i.e., an arbitrator may be simultaneously advising another party in other proceedings and therefore prefer a particular legal interpretation that benefits his client in such other proceedings). 73 In the context of ICSID, no rule prevents arbitrators from sitting simultaneously at the arbitration level (original proceedings) and the annulment level (review mechanism position of having to scrutinize a similar position to one adopted by the reviewing member in a prior, different arbitration. This situation has instigated an important debate as to whether arbitration proceedings, like annulment applications, should also move to exclusive institutional appointment, a move that, according to experts, could also deliver greater consistency. 74 In any event, lacking stare decisis, strong ethical rules, and a formal hierarchy, strategic behaviour on the part of arbitrators is likely to be more prevalent, whether to secure future appointments, to advance the authority of positions, or to persuade other arbitrators about the correctness of their previously held decisions.
The over-or under-representation of a particular demographic of arbitrators is an issue of constant concern among most critics and many supporters of arbitration. Empirical research has demonstrated that the views of a decision-maker are unlikely to be completely independent of those of her colleagues or, more generally, of those of the professional community. 75 The deliberative process before the arbitral tribunal is likely to be crucial and, therefore, the diversity of views may be fundamental for a fair process and outcome. If the community of arbitrators is dense and homogenous, and, as noted by Waibel and Wu, one in which developing countries or women are significantly underrepresented, one would expect a more narrowly informed body of doctrine.
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The purpose of this article is not to engage in a debate over the specific political preferences of arbitrators. While common among scholars studying courts, empirical analyses of the politics of the arbitral process is novel territory for research in the field of arbitration. I leave the evaluation of such questions to scholars more directly grappling with such issues. Instead, this article is more modest and seeks to describe the network of arbitrators as a first step to further empirical investigations on the relationship of the overall social structure with broader jurisprudential trends.
C Limitations: Specialized Nature of Investor-State Arbitration ICSID provides for a good but limited way of understanding the network of international arbitrators. Its limitations are in part structural. ICSID is a specialized facility; its focus is international investment. The specificity of factors involved in investor-state arbitration, patterns of litigation, and litigants may not be present in other arbitration settings.
ICSID In spite of the specificity of the ICSID arbitration system, some of its defining characteristics and historical developments have also allowed international lawyers, especially business lawyers, to become dominant actors in the field. The adjudicatory process gives lawyers an edge, and in recent years the profile of cases and publication of awards has invited intense scrutiny of the hermeneutics of decisions and methods of internal legal construction. Today, legal discourse prevails.
For ICSID arbitrators, in addition to law, competence in commerce, industry, or finance is also very relevant. Investment disputes often require an understanding of business transactions, commercial agreements, transnational legal frameworks, and investment decisions. Indeed, since Dezaley and Garth documented the emergence of a transnational elite of arbitrators dominated by business law practitioners, some of the arbitrators mentioned in the seminal study have become arbitrators frequently appointed in ICSID proceedings.
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In addition, globalization and the Centre's strategic promotion have resulted in the combination of different groups of arbitrators. Since the 1980s, ICSID has partnered with international arbitration institutions such as the AAA/ICDR, LCIA, and ICC to develop, enlarge, and share their experts. 79 Today, there is substantial overlap between arbitrators and counsel involved in commercial arbitration and investor-state arbitration.
Notwithstanding the important differences between ICSID and other facilities, it is probable that in the aggregate the appointment of ICSID arbitrators operationalizes some of the basic dynamics and the general structure of the network of international arbitrators. To be sure, factors such as specialization, publicity, scrutiny, and incentives, as well as competition between ICSID and other forums, may exclude some arbitrators from participating in ICSID cases and require that broad generalizations of this analysis be taken with a grain of salt. The network analysis advanced in this article relies upon displayed preferences by the appointing entity (litigation parties, arbitrators, and the institution) to provide a larger picture of the network's aggregate topology. Simply put, ICSID offers a unique and more scientific window because it is the only facility where the information of each and every appointment is publically available. at New York University on August 1, 2014
http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/ visualizations confirm a dense core of the network. Bolstered by subsequent analytics, I show that preferential attachment -a process where appointments are distributed among arbitrators according to their existing share of prior appointments -may be an important mechanism of this network. Hence, I propose ways to refine prior explanations of the factors behind the growth of the professional group and its possible implications.
A Data Collection: Sources and Approach
To map the network, I use all the appointments made in all ICSID Convention and ICSID's Additional Facility arbitration proceedings until February 2014. The data contain specific details on 1,468 appointments, including any appointments made in subsequent stages of a case (i.e., resubmission, annulment, 'second' annulment, interpretation, and revision). Information was also collected (but excluded from part of the analysis) for all other proceedings administrated by ICSID, including conciliation proceedings.
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Most of the information in the database was obtained from ICSID's website. The information collected includes the name of the case, the date of registration, the tribunal's composition, including each arbitrator's name, national origin, date of appointment, gender, method of appointment, and the subject matter of the case. Coding the method of appointment was particularly laborious. Where the procedural history contained no details on who appointed a particular arbitrator (i.e., claimant(s), respondent(s), chairman of the Administrative Council, agreement of the parties, co-arbitrators, or Secretary-General), I obtained confirmation of appointment status directly from ICSID's Secretariat or the arbitrators themselves. Additionally, I obtained information on all the resignations, disqualifications, and instances of an arbitrator dying during the proceeding. The same information was gathered for the arbitrators who filled a vacancy during the proceedings. Finally, I conducted a series of semistructured interviews with arbitrators and practitioners to understand different elements of the appointment process (e.g., nomination and acceptance), the profession, and, more generally, the possible use of influence and reputation and trust to secure appointments to arbitral tribunals.
B General Description: An Imbalanced Distribution of Appointments
A close look at the survey of appointments shows that 419 different arbitrators sat on ICSID tribunals and ad hoc Committees during the period analysed. However, more than half of the individuals were appointed only to a single proceeding. What is more extreme is that 10 per cent of the total pool accounts for half of the appointments.
For obvious reasons, most appointments (around 82 per cent) were made in arbitrations (accounting for the largest number of ICSID proceedings) followed by 81 Cases registered where the tribunal has yet to be constituted, cases settled before the constitution of the tribunal, and all non-ICSID cases administered by the Centre were also excluded. ICSID has also administered a number of cases under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and one inter-state dispute. appointments in annulment applications (around 12 per cent). Adding the appointments in the corresponding resubmissions and second annulments, the appointments in these four procedural stages represent 95 per cent of the total survey. The survey by source of appointments reveals nothing new: the majority of appointments are party appointed with a slight advantage for the claimants, as respondents failed to appoint arbitrators on several occasions. Out of the institutional appointees around half were to ad hoc Committees deciding annulments where the WB's President acts as the appointing authority. Most appointments by agreement of the parties were arbitrators appointed to preside over a proceeding. Arbitrators in 72 proceedings, mostly presidents, were appointed by agreement of arbitrators (plus one during an interpretation proceeding). 82 Professor Stern (French) has the highest number of appointments. Her record of 48 appointments -44 times by states -may give some insights into her political preferences. This trend of appointment by one type of litigant, more commonly observed among 'progressive' arbitrators, contrasts sharply with that of Charles N. Brower (American). 83 Like Stern, Judge Brower accumulates an impressive record of 25 appointments. However, a reputation as a 'conservative' (or 'pro-investment', as Judge Brower would probably say) may be deduced from his 23 appointments by claimants. One decision exemplifies the potential issues that result from this growing ideological divide. 84 From the data on appointments, however, one can conclude that most repeat appointees are not as polarizing as Brower or Stern. 85 For instance, Yves Fortier (Canadian) has been appointed by all six possible methods. Other arbitrators seem to enjoy a high degree of trust by ICSID. Former ICJ President Gilbert Guillaume (French) has 10 appointments by the Chairman of ICSID, and one by the Secretary-General. Other arbitrators like Professor Kaufmann-Kohler (Swiss) -appointed five times by agreement of the arbitrators -seem particularly influential among their peers.
The size of the core of the arbitration network is small. What stands out, however, is that around 93 per cent of all the appointments are of male arbitrators, suggesting an 82 Additionally, nine appointments have been made in five conciliation proceedings. The six revision proceedings during this period were conducted by the same tribunals issuing the award. Professor Brigitte Stern disagreed with the majority decision on jurisdiction and used a dissenting opinion to warn of the 'great dangers' of allowing claimants to bypass a treaty's jurisdictional requirements by invoking MFN clauses. Judge Brower also issued a separate/dissenting opinion on the assessment of the damages, the claim of expropriation, and the treatment of the affirmative defence.) 85 Indeed, an arbitrator interviewed for this project expressed a desire to be appointed by both claimants and respondents, adding: 'it is not good for your career as arbitrator to be appointed only by States': interview with Arbitrator 3, 18 Jan. 2013.
extreme gender imbalance. It gets even worse: only two women, Professors Stern and Kaufmann-Kohler combined, held three-quarters of all female appointments, pushing the male-female composition of arbitrators in the network to an embarrassing 95 per cent to 5 per cent proportion. In terms of nationality, the imbalance is also clear. While 87 nationalities are represented among the appointees, most arbitrators are from specific developed countries. Individuals of seven nations (New Zealand, Australia, Canada, Switzerland, France, the UK, and the US) represent almost half of total appointments. Of course, nationality requirements of arbitrators, litigation patterns, and the global trends of FDI may be implicated in this trend.
Close to 15 per cent of the appointments are of arbitrators of five Latin-American countries. This is in part thanks to the high number of appointments of single arbitrators such as Professor Orrego-Vicuña (Chilean), Eduardo Silva Romero (Colombian), Rodrigo Oreamuno (Costa Rican), Claus von Wobeser (Mexican), and Horacio Grigera (Argentinian). A quick look at the background of this sub-group of arbitrators indicates the importance of having a law degree from schools in England, France, or the US for developing a pedigree as an international arbitrator. With the exception of Oreamuno (the former First Vice-President of Costa Rica), all of them obtained an additional graduate degree in one of these countries.
Most arbitrators have sat only in arbitration proceedings. This is expected since there are far more arbitrations than remedy proceedings. Also, not all arbitrators have been designated to ICSID's Panel list and therefore are not eligible to decide applications for annulment.
With the increase in ICSID proceedings the number of requests to disqualify arbitrators has also risen. Apart from the fact that the threshold for such challenges remains 'high', 86 the ICSID rule places the two arbitrators in the uncomfortable position of deciding on a challenge to one of their peers. 87 Thus, a substantiated challenge may result in the resignation of an arbitrator before a decision on the request is made. This may have been the case in some of the 73 resignations of arbitrators. 88 However, experts believe that most resignations have been the result of other factors, including illness on the part of arbitrators. 89 In If the arbitrators failed to reach a decision on the proposal to disqualify an arbitrator, such proposal would be taken by the Chairman in accordance with the Convention: Art. 58, ICSID Convention, supra note 16. 88 See, e.g., BG Group v. Argentina, supra note 86 (challenge to Albert Jan van den Berg on the grounds that he signed inconsistent decisions, despite the same circumstances and similar claims). 89 Parra, supra note 41, at 176. According to Arbitrator 1, litigants are using challenges more strategically to 'intimidate' them from taking a case. According to such arbitrator, 'prudish' arbitrators are resigning more often than before. S/he saw this as an unacceptable 'assault': interview, 11 Jan. 2013. 
C Enhanced Analysis: 'Grand Old Men' and 'Formidable Women'
The distribution of appointments reflects often-recognized characteristics of the network. First, most arbitrators are male from Western nations, lending minor credit to Shalakany's argument about the nature of politics of arbitration and its homogenous experts. Secondly, most appointment involve arbitrators from specific developed countries, suggesting that the competition among European 'grand old men' and AngloAmerican 'arbitration technocrats' proposed by Garth and Dezaley some years ago is a very plausible explanation for this distribution. Thirdly, a small number of key arbitrators seems to control most of the appointments, suggesting deep entry barriers that benefit insiders, as Ginsburg argued.
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More nuanced data also reveal other important characteristics of arbitration, some specific to ICSID's system. The data on the nationality of arbitrators confirms that arbitration is constrained by rules, including rules on nationality. As explained, the data on vacancies suggest the operation of strategic behaviour and professional norms. Finally, the data on appointments to different stages of proceedings confirm a very porous hierarchy. There is no 'remedy bar'; arbitrators in the Panel list are often appointed to arbitration and annulment proceedings.
While these numbers help us understand the general distribution of appointments, they provide limited insight into why, in spite of the gender imbalance, two women dominate ICSID's appointments, who is winning in the competition (and why): 'grand old men' or 'arbitration technocrats'; or what specific barriers are benefitting insiders. More importantly, the distribution of appointments says very little about the emergence and growth of this professional group in general. Some of these limitations can be addressed with the tools of network analysis as I now explain.
Terminology and Measurements
By analysing network structures, social scientists have systematized how investments in relations can be accessed for instrumental actions. 91 Scholars define this process as social capital and have developed specific terminology to understand its basic properties. Given the significance of resources and relations in social capital, it is not surprising that scholarly research has shown differential focus with respect to the key to understanding social capital.
The concept of centrality aggregates measures of the importance of a particular node of a network (or a person in a social group). Some centrality measures focus on the number of direct ties (embedded resources); some focus on the location of the individuals in a social map (network location). 92 Whether the focus is on network location, embedded resources, or both, varied measures of centrality are employed to understand social capital as a means to refine prior theoretical explanations about the mechanisms at work in a dynamic network. 90 The simplest form of centrality, one that focuses on the number of ties, is called degree, or the measure of the number of ties a node has. Degree centrality presumes that actors with a high number of connections are likely to be more important (and more effective in an instrumental action) because they can directly access and influence a high number of actors within a network. Degree centrality, however, does not take into account the differences in the prominence (or location in a social map) of a given node. In this sense, eigenvector centrality is an alternative measure of importance that controls for the prominence of the connections. This measure is designed to account for the variable value of each connection and presumes that location within the network is a key element for identifying social capital. A node connected to high quality nodes is likely to be more important within a network than a node connected to low quality nodes. Eigenvector centrality also presumes that the importance of a node is proportional rather than equal to the importance of the nodes with which it is connected. 93 In this sense, the measure depends on the number and quality of connections a node has.
Closeness is a measure that requires information on the pattern of ties and takes into account indirect ties; that is, data about the relation and distance between the nodes or, in simpler terms, the ties of other nodes (think of 'friends of friends'). The intuition is that closeness captures the average distance each actor is from all other actors in the network. Intuitively, being close may provide an advantage by, for example, giving early access to new information travelling in the network. Similarly, betweenness is used to identify the bridges between different communities embedded in the network. This is an important measure in networks where information is being transmitted along the edges of the network. It is also a location-based measure and calculates the shortest paths (known as geodesics) between all pairs of vertices, identifies the frequency of each node appearing on those paths, and then normalizes the statistic. 94 Nodes that exhibit high betweenness may connect different clusters (well connected internally, but having few links between them) that represent internal communities within the network.
Finally, hub and authority are measures to describe relationships between nodes in directed graphs, where arrows represent the directions of connection between nodes. These measures assume that in a large network there are different types of nodes that serve different functions. The key distinction is represented in the direction of their relationship to other nodes (it is relevant if lines are coming or going), and the scores operate similarly to eigenvector (it is relevant from whom the lines are coming and going). A vertex with a strong hub score displays connections towards important authorities, while a vertex with a strong authority score features connections from important hubs. Moreover, related to these scores reciprocity indicates the degree to which actors in a directed network select one another. degree distribution are common classifications. The first illustrates the average number of nodes that are directly connected. Size matters as it indicates the amount of potential resources embedded. Density represents the extent to which nodes are connected to one another. Dense networks tend to insulate key players from outside influence. Finally, degree distribution illustrates the general range of degrees for the nodes in the entire network, or whether particular degree values are more common than others.
In the final section, I will come back to these measures and their specific meaning in the context of this study.
Creating a Social Map Using Appointments
Generating consistent and unbiased maps or visualizations of a network is a complex task facilitated by computerized drawing procedures. To understand most of the visualizations in this article, imagine that the nodes are all of the arbitrators of the network ever appointed and the ties represent an appointment in the same case.
96 Unless indicated, the automated drawing procedure used in this article is called FruchtermanReingold. This drawing procedure increases the difficulty of remaining in the centre, pushing less connected nodes to orbits with larger circumferences. 97 Thus, for the most part, the closer the node (in this case, a particular arbitrator) is to the centre of the visualization, the more central is the represented arbitrator. In most cases, I have calibrated the size of the node to reflect a higher number of appointments or the edge to reflect a higher number of shared cases. With this introduction, consider the foregoing visualizations of the network using appointments in ICSID proceedings.
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The first two visualizations show the network of arbitrators operationalized using appointments to tribunals in a formation called core-periphery. These formations are typical in cases where a few members of the network have most connections and therefore display a densely connected centre. The network also shows very few nodes unconnected to the network, in this case arbitrators mainly involved in early disputes based on investment contracts. 99 This form is radically different from a permanent or semi-permanent body where all members share a similar number of ties. Consider Figure 3 , the Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization organized by clusters based on the number of cases shared between them. It shows a random process of allocation of appointments.
Contrasting the position of the arbitrators by origin in Figure 1 , it is interesting that most Americans (the largest group represented) remain at the periphery of the network. In other words, more Americans are appointed but more Americans are also not re-appointed.
A careful review by gender in Figure 2 gender imbalance is an important aspect of the network, this dynamic follows the general characteristics of the entire network. In other words, the microcosm of female appointees is a concentrated version of the dynamics of the entire network. While progress with respect to gender dynamics has been made, it has been done through the appointment of the same professionals. A similar gender dynamic has been observed in other contexts.
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Also intriguing is looking at the core of the network as represented in Figure 4 , where I depict the 25 most central arbitrators (using degree centrality) in a circular graph. The graph also represents the number of total connections by calibrating the size of the node and indicates the number of internal connections with the core. From this image we can observe that members at the core are unlikely to escape the observation of, or relationships with, other members of the core (the density is very high (.47)), but may be insulated from outside influence and protect themselves from outsiders, just as Ginsburg predicted.
102 Moreover, the core shows a high proportion of European nationals as well as nationals of countries that share history, culture, and traits in their legal systems, i.e. the UK, US, New Zealand, and Canada, but partially defies the explanation of Garth and Dezaley. Francisco Orrego-Vicuna (Chilean) is at the centre of the social structure and some Latin-American arbitrators also stand out, perhaps as a consequence of the high number of claims against countries of that region (including Mexico, claims against which represent more than 40 per cent of cases) under ICSID. Figure 5 displays arbitrators in the network with more than one appointment, by method of appointment. The five main nodes are calibrated to show the number of appointments and the edges are calibrated to represent the extent to which the position on the map is due to a particular type of appointment. The fifth visualization is designed to depict the role of the arbitrator's political preferences (using cumulative appointments as a proxy) in the placement within the network.
As explained, Figure 5 is designed to illustrate the manner in which the method of appointments informs the network structure. First, it shows that institutional authority is important but far from determinative in the position of an arbitrator within the social network. For one, only a few arbitrators (e.g., Oreamuno, Guillaume, and Fernandez-Armesto) owe their position to appointments by the institution. In fact, an important subset of arbitrators owe their position within the network to cumulative appointment (e.g., Stern, Thomas, Landau, Orrego-Vicuna, Brower, and Lalonde). If one takes the repeat appointments as a proxy of political preferences, there is some indication that this is a relevant factor in determining centrality.
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The final figures tell a complementary story. Figure 6 shows the subset of 73 appointments of ICSID arbitrators by other members of the tribunal. It is designed to provide insights into the role of informal authority within the participants of the social network. For that purpose, Figure 6 uses a directed graph (or sociogram) in which an inward connection represents an appointment by a colleague, whereas an outward connection represents an appointment of a colleague (each appointment has two inward connections). As explained, three measures can be explored with this type of figure: 'authority' and 'hub' as well as reciprocity. In this subset of the network, a hub is an arbitrator who appoints important arbitrators, while an authority would be a jurist who accepts an appointment by important hubs. Reciprocity serves to express the degree to which actors select one another.
The figure shows an interconnected network of appointments that behaves like the general structure: a densely connected centre with some clusters. Moreover, if While the visualizations help to display the standing of arbitrators within the network as well as the broad structure of the network, the network statistics provide greater detail regarding the various components of the network. Table 2 illustrates four different centrality measures, including the scores of the 25 leading arbitrators. Each measure must be interpreted contextually as its meaning can vary across networks. Combined, however, the different scores give a good picture of the central actors of this network as operationalized by appointments to ICSID tribunals. For instance, the four scores consistently show 18 out of 25 arbitrators listed. By any measure, Professors Stern, Orrego-Vicuna, Tercier, and Kaufmann-Kohler, as well as Bernardo Cremades, Yves Fortier, Albert Jan Van Den Berg, and Judge C. N. Brower (to mention just a few), are at the core of the social structure of investor-state arbitrators. These 18 arbitrators -according to this analysis -dominate ICSID and thus may play an important role in the field of international arbitration more broadly. Of course, some are more important than others, as is the case with Professor Stern, who is at the centre.
Interpreting the Maps and Identifying Sources of Social Capital
With the exception of three arbitrators the arbitrators listed in Table 2 are currently or have been prior to this date on the roster of arbitrators of ICSID. Whether arbitrators are assigned to the list because they already have a well-developed reputation, or the assignment to the list generates social capital that results in more appointments, or a combination of both is a research question beyond the confines of this article. What is interesting is that most people assigned to the list are never appointed as arbitrators, suggesting that being on the list is not sufficient to achieve appointments, nor is being appointed by the institution a definitive factor in the centrality of arbitrators.
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The different measures also help to identify arbitrators who, like Professor Bernardini (Italian), owe their centrality to their number of appointments, and others like Professor El-Koheri (Egyptian), who owe their centrality not to the number of cases, but to the ties shared with central figures in the field. This means that arbitrators with high degree scores may have had more opportunities to connect, to influence, and be influenced by more colleagues, whereas arbitrators with high eigenvector scores may have had more opportunities to connect, to influence and be influenced by important arbitrators.
With the information analysed, it is impossible to ascertain the reason for these observed trends, but future research can test how background variables such as education, professional memberships, or the quality of legal reasoning may affect arbitrators' positions within the investor-state arbitration network. Centrality ranks could be used as outcome variables for a more nuanced understanding of the role of sharing a case with valuable ties in future appointments or the spread of specific ideas embedded in legal analysis.
The betweenness list, on the other hand, highlights arbitrators who link different clusters or groups of arbitrators. Bernardo Cremades (Spaniard) appears as the most important 'bridge'; he links a high number of professionals, serving as a key link in the connectivity of the network. Interestingly, the betweenness list also shows arbitrators who do not appear on the other lists. Some of these arbitrators participated in disputes in the 1990s such as Judge Kéba Mbaye (e. News from ICSID (1986) 1, at 9 (complaining that most designees are public officials who 'may not always be appropriate candidates … and may not have the time to serve as arbitrators').
social structure, from this analysis it is clear that at one point these arbitrators served as important intergenerational links or 'transmission belts' within the network. In the same fashion, future research could use betweenness scores to explore what specific main characteristics have changed in the core of investor-state arbitrators over time, and confirm (or reject) some hypotheses of important academicians in the field. 105 The closeness scores of the core are also revealing. Stern and Orrego-Vicuña connect with almost all the core of the network. Moreover, on average there is a distance of 2.5 arbitrators of separation in the entire network! This is remarkable as each arbitrator is only two and a half steps away from almost all other arbitrators in the network. 106 Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the 73 appointments of ICSID arbitrators (usually presidents) by other members of the tribunal (usually party-appointed). Table 3 such subset of the data on appointments to show related facets of the network. It ranks the arbitrators owing their position to authority (those selected by the arbitrators) and hub (those that select arbitrators). The two lists in Table 3 clearly show central figures of the network. For instance, they confirm Professor Kaufmann-Kohler as the 'most "highly regarded" figure in arbitration', a recognition given by a respected professional publication based on a poll of peer arbitrators' opinions.
107 Professors Orrego-Vicuna and Tercier -standouts in the four centrality scores -are also probably influential authorities within the hierarchy.
Related to the authority scores, the hub top scorers are arbitrators appointed only or predominantly by one type of litigant: for example, Thomas (only) or Rezek and Stern (predominantly) appointed by states, or Hober and Faures (only) or Brower and Lalonde (predominantly) appointed by claimants. This confirms other important ties of the network such as Professor Gaillard, a top practitioner in the arbitration field, and Professor Bockstiegel, the past president of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) . However, the hub list clearly shows the role of different kinds of informal authority in an increasingly polarizing field. Indeed, in contrast to Table 2 , these measures show only four arbitrators on both lists. On average, arbitrators who have high authority scores do not have a high hub score. Moreover, the four arbitrators who are among the top 25 arbitrators in both lists show a lower authority score than hub score. While the relativity score (the degree to which actors select one another) is low, the story is incomplete as arbitrators often act as counsel and also select other colleagues.
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Future research can expand on why some central arbitrators are appointed to serve as third, presiding arbitrators, and why some are not. Are authorities more neutral or convincible? Or are hubs more (or less) aware of the preferences of other arbitrators? Perhaps more cynically, one may hypothesize that arbitrators are more strategic. Authorities may accept appointments only as presidents and hubs may seek the benefits of appointing authorities, such as linking with important ties. Hence, how does appointing an authority relate to future appointments? These are some examples of future lines of inquiry that could build on this project.
By relying on social network analysis, this article has not only detected many important lines for future empirical investigation, but provided a more nuanced picture of the arbitration network, which can be summarized as follows:
(a) Small World Properties: the arbitrator network is dominated by a small, dense and interconnected group, where members at the core are unlikely to escape the observation of other members of the core, but may remain insulated from outside influence. 110 This concentration of degrees over a small subset of actors yields a 'heavy-tailed' distribution and is most commonly associated with the power law distribution.
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For the purpose of this article, what matters is that the possible degree distribution models of growth of the network share a characteristic: the number of connections a node displays at a given moment is a function of the number the node possessed at an earlier point in time. Thus, the distribution of connections in a system organized under such conditions tends to be very susceptible to conditions in time and evolves in a manner that suggests preferential attachment.
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With the information analysed in this article it is hard to make broad generalizations about the arbitration network. Most social networks do not grow from initially random conditions. Moreover, as the network evolves over time, individuals enter and exit it and social connections are formed and dissolved. In the case of the investor-state arbitration network, the deluge of cases in the last 10 years has skewed the results towards specific arbitrators who were appointed early in this http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/ stage and whose careers had been consolidated by or ripened around the end of last century. However, if the appointment analysis reasonably operationalizes the professional group, then the highly skewed degree distribution can inform different hypotheses over the processes responsible for producing a dense and exclusive network. Among others, one of the points of departure for future research is how a process of preferential attachment may start reconciling diverging theories about how non-elite actors are systematically excluded from the network. While it seems very plausible that arbitrators operate in a market where each supplier (arbitrator) relies on symbolic capital (individual reputations, e.g., 'progressive', 'conservative', 'independent') and has an interest in furthering his or her own status as insider as well as the group's culture more generally (e.g., values, norms, and interests), this market, according to the evidence presented here, is very sensitive to specific conditions in time. Those arbitrators who were appointed early on (or in this case, during the early days of the boom in investor-state arbitration) can use social or professional standing in subsequent periods. Once members of the profession work together or know about others appointments, this information is passed on and translates into a proportionately greater number of appointments. Figure 8 shows how, despite the fact that most ICSID cases were registered in the last 10 years, most 'power-brokers' or those arbitrators at the top of the profession entered the network in or prior to 2004. Certainly, some arbitrators appointed after 2004 could (and will) eventually become central players in the network. However, arbitrators who enter the network at or prior to that key moment may be able to exploit their relative advantage over arbitrators at a later starting point.
This suggests that, with time, the existing features of a structure become more prominent. Once arbitrators become central, they are likely to remain centralindeed become even more central. This could have (and probably already has had) an impact on doctrine since central arbitrators will be appointed to a large number of tribunals, connect and engage with more arbitrators, and hence will influence international investment law to a greater extent. Thus, legal knowledge advanced and preferred by power-brokers, and with that their political preferences, will probably become more dominant. To some extent, this mechanism may also give much needed stability and predictability as the same arbitrators are appointed again and again. In this sense, it is likely that preferential attachment reflects a structure in which, in addition to good timing, central arbitrators profoundly benefit from the limited cognitive scope, or heuristic biases, risk aversion, and the desire for predictable outcomes on the part of those making appointments (whose main source of information is often other arbitrators).
Preferential attachment may also partly explain why informal policies implemented by ICSID to benefit underrepresented groups that take into consideration factors such as 'national origin' and 'gender' have been largely ineffective. 113 Affecting this kind of networks requires 'coordinated attacks' as the structure tends to be very resistant. 114 Hence, to affect the gender composition an exponentially higher number of females should be appointed, requiring litigants to nominate more women without prior experience in ICSID cases, apparently a risky proposition for some lawyers representing parties in ICSID proceedings. 115 
From the Descriptive to the Prescriptive
At least three important prescriptions may be derived from understanding the growth mechanism of the network of international arbitration as a consequence of preferential attachment. Firstly, understanding causal inferences between final decisions and arbitrators' backgrounds, or qualitative or other aspects of a case requires a theoretical understanding of the manner in which social factors (including conformity pressures) structure outputs as well as network effects -or, how the value that parties place on particular outcomes increases as others rely on those who deliver such outcomes. 116 Statistical inference analysis should focus more attention on the ways in which a small group of actors may disproportionately impact outputs and doctrine as well as influence and determine decision-making choices. Secondly, while the international arbitrators' network may share important properties with other social networks, arbitrators, as compared to other judicial groups, are used more instrumentally and are relatively less constrained and (often) less accountable. Unlike judges, arbitration professionals wear different hats, such as counsel, experts, and arbitrators. Since appointments may translate into direct and indirect economic gains, future socio-legal research should attempt to understand how social capital is created and translates into appointments, fees, and other economic advantages. A system in which preferential attachment plays such an important role probably means that actors make many strategic choices to become, or connect with, socially prominent actors in the field, and therefore research should investigate the benefits of limiting some of these practices.
Finally, a recent politically charged publication has harshly criticized the network of arbitrators involved in investor-state arbitration, labelling them 'a mafia' and urging regulation. 117 The authors of the report -rightly -described the club as small, heavily interconnected, and cohesive, but assumed that 'it is run' in this way. This is an overstatement that ignores and dismisses the general dynamics of many social networks, including the arbitrator network.
118 Running a mafia implies some level of coordinative mastermind, or capos; the arbitrators' network seems, more likely, the result of different actors behaving rationally and independently in a convenient and constantly evolving environment. Certainly, some practices within the professional community merit scrutiny, perhaps even harsh criticism, and the field seems ripe for coordinated regulation. However, critics should also understand that those responsible for appointments place value on some level of expectation about the decision-making process and outcomes. Parties' attempts to navigate the complexity of possible arbitrator combinations are likely to produce heuristic solutions that are as much an art as a science, and may result in the recommendation and appointment of those who may deliver more predictable solutions, even if wrong or imperfect. 119 After all, as the saying goes, the evil that we know is best.
Conclusion
The network of international arbitration professionals is heavily dependent on a small number of socially prominent actors. As in other judicial networks, a process of preferential attachment may be responsible for the generating process: arbitrators who have been appointed more frequently are more likely to attract further appointments.
In this sense, the core of the arbitration network is the result of a combination of timing as well as the limited cognitive scope or heuristic biases, risk aversion, and a desire for predictable outcomes on the part of those making the appointments. This article should be an important precursor to understanding the social dynamics in the growing international legal profession. It should also motivate further empirical investigations in international law, a field ideal for a variety of complex systems-based approaches including, but not limited to, network analysis.
